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ABSTRACT

protocols, the world has adopted a PKI-based certificate authority (CA) system where trusted third parties attest the
identity of remote destinations visited by clients using the
web, email, and other applications where assurance of site
legitimacy are critical. CAs provide digital signatures for
the certificates of the individual domains that they attest,
and these certificates can form a transitive chain of trust.
While widely deployed, numerous serious issues have been
found with the traditional CA systems. The risks of the CAbased system have been well known for well over a decade [12]1
but recent serious compromises have readily exposed these
fundamental and systemic limitations. Security breaches
where a CA’s private key is hijacked have taken place with
alarming frequency [14, 25], and an incident last year with
the TURKTRUST CA has shown that flawed business practices can lead to the unauthorized issue of intermediate certificates that can create valid certificates for any domain
[8]. A recent study of over 48,000 valid certificates recommended that 61% of these not be trusted due to the lack
of CA verification [33]. These lapses in security procedure
lead to the threat of a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack,
in which an attacker intercepts and reads supposedly-secure
SSL traffic bound to or from a target website2 . In the case of
the Comodo CA [25], several breaches occurred over a span
of months but little could be done as punishment; revoking
Comodo’s certificate would have been tantamount to denying SSL access to approximately 25% of the Internet [22],
indicating an underlying problem of trust lock-in plaguing
the current CA system.
In response to this crisis, countless proposals in the literature have attempted to patch, trash, and re-architect the
CA model [7]. Amongst these are Marlinspike’s Convergence [22], an extension to Wendlandt et al. Perspectives [34]
multi-path probing system that provides enhanced privacy
and performance. However, trust enhancements like Convergence have been slow to be deployed in practice, in part due
to a lack of understanding of their impact on large networks.
Convergence was released without a performance evaluation,
and Perspectives’ evaluation does not investigate server performance at scale under bursty, realistic workloads.

The certificate authority (CA) PKI system has been used for
decades as a means of providing domain identity verification
services throughout the Internet, but a growing body of evidence suggests that our trust in this system is misplaced.
A recently proposed CA alternative, Convergence, extends
the Network Perspectives system of multi-path probing to
perform certificate verification. Unfortunately, adoption of
Convergence and other SSL/TLS trust enhancements has
been slow, in part because it is unknown how these systems
perform against large workloads and realistic conditions.
In this work we ask the question “What if all certificates
were validated with Convergence?” We perform a case study
of deploying Convergence under realistic workloads with a
university-wide trace of real-world HTTPS activity. By synthesizing Convergence requests, we effectively force perspectives-based verification on an entire university in simulation.
We demonstrate that through local and server caching, a
single Convergence deployment can meet the requirements
of millions of SSL flows while imposing under 0.1% network
overhead and requiring as little as 108 ms to validate a certificate, making Convergence a worthwhile candidate for further deployment and adoption.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0. [Computer-Communication Networks]: General — Security and protection
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Establishing identity is one of the fundamental challenges
on the Internet. To provide an identity verification mechanism for the virtually ubiquitous SSL/TLS communications
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1
The Mozilla employee responsible for CAs has since acknowledged that the proposal was a “bit of a handwave”.
2
In the case of TURKTRUST, the issued intermediate certificate was used precisely for this reason in a decryption/reencryption proxy mechanism within an organization.
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To investigate the implications of global support for CA
alternatives, we perform a comprehensive performance evaluation of the Convergence architecture. A key insight of
our approach is that real-world SSL traffic can be mapped
to certificate validation attempts in alternate trust models.
We apply this insight to a university traffic capture of over
2 million SSL flows. Our contributions can thus be summarized as follows:
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• Benchmark Convergence Architecture: We apply this traffic in real time to a Convergence notary.
We analyze the results for general performance, cache
utilization, and network overhead, discovering that a
single notary scales to upwards of 300 requests per second in the general case, and 1000 requests per second
using fully cached results.
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Figure 1: Multipath Probing (e.g., Convergence) leverages
network path diversity to verify SSL certificates.

vendors do not justify the CAs they include in their products, and even well meaning agents (e.g., Mozilla) accept the
vast majority of CAs to ensure compatibility with Internet
services [11], while end users are limited to their ability to
override vendor trust decisions. Second, CAs are not sufficiently incentivized to protect their customers. Even in cases
where a CA is subject to a catastrophic security breach, it
may still avoid serious repercussions [6, 22]. Third, each CA
has unlimited scope, meaning that any CA can certify any
certificate. As a result, conscientious businesses that certify
with reputable CAs are just as at-risk for attack [33]. Additionally, CAs have a history of losing and licensing their
private keys. DigiNotar, Comodo, and VeriSign have all had
their private keys stolen or hijacked [22]. There is even evidence of certificate authorities that provide wiretap services
or license their private keys [16, 29, 30, 31], creating a conflict of interest regarding customers’ security needs.
Proposed CA enhancements and alternatives were extensively surveyed by Clark and van Oorschot [7], who identify
families of proposals based on their underlying fundamental principles of operation. These alternatives vary widely
in terms of both their advantages and limitations, reflecting differences of opinion on the fundamental problems with
the CA trust model. An important subset of these security enhancements possess the property that they require no
server side changes in order to be adopted; primitives such
as multipath probing [3, 22, 34], client-based key pinning
[27, 10, 23, 31], and certificate revocation lists [26, 28, 9, 20]
are eligible for immediate deployment by individual users,
providing tangible security enhancements to today’s Internet threats. This aspect of multi-path probing motivated
our selection of Convergence for this study.

• Costs to End Users: We benchmark client costs on
both continental and globally distributed notary distributions, and find that the average time to validate
a certificate with a continental notary deployment is
260 ms, and as little as 108 ms on a return visit to the
same domain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we provide background on SSL, Certificate Authorities,
and recently proposed CA alternatives. In Section 3, we
perform a rigorous performance analysis of a Convergence
notary deployment, and in Section 4 we consider the performance of convergence from the perspective of an end user.
We summarize our findings in Section 5. In Section 6, we introduce libraries for the development of Convergence-aware
applications, and in Section 7 we conclude.
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• Synthesized traffic for CA Alternatives: We map
a university-wide trace of HTTPS traffic into a realistic
workload for a Convergence Notary. Our approach can
be generalized to other SSL trust enhancements such
as DANE [18], AKI [19], Certificate Transparency [20],
and Sovereign Keys [10].

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Establishing destination identity on the Internet is a surprisingly difficult problem. In 1995, Netscape introduced the
SSL protocol family (Secure Socket Layer) [17] to provide
confidentiality, integrity, and identity to network communications. Identity assurance is a critical property in SSL, as
its absence leaves communications vulnerable to impersonation and Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks. As a solution
to the identity problem, SSL introduced the Certificate Authority (CA) system, an industry that facilitates the verification of website certificates (public keys) through a Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI). The CA business model is a domain identity service. Using a protected private key, CAs
sign the certificates of customers that wish to prove their
identity on the Internet. CA public keys, which are distributed in browsers and operating systems, can then be
used to verify the authenticity of the server certificate presented when an SSL connection is established.
Independent of the known difficulties of SSL use and development [2, 4, 5, 13, 15, 32], the CA trust model introduces
many additional problems. First, Vendor CA selection is
largely an opaque process. Browser and operating system

2.1

Convergence

Convergence, based largely on Perspectives, is a method of
using multi-path probing to establish a domain identity [22,
34]. Convergence clients verify a site’s certificate by comparing it to the certificates obtained by trusted notaries that
have accessed the target site via different network paths.
By comparing the certificates, Convergence can probabilistically detect the presence of a MitM attack, with increasing confidence as the notary set’s network path diversity
increases. This procedure replaces traditional signature ver-
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ification in multi-path probing systems; hence, even when a
site’s certificate was issued by a CA, Convergence need not
trust that CA’s public key in order to validate the certificate. Convergence offers the property of trust agility for the
end user. Trust agility is comprised of two properties: first,
the ability to re-evaluate trust decisions at anytime without
repercussion; second, an ability for each individual to select
their own trust anchors [22].
While Convergence Notaries can actually be extended to
make use of a variety of verification methods [24], in this
work we use the term “Convergence” to succinctly refer to
the NetworkPerspectivesVerifier of the Convergence System. A simplified example of this verifier is pictured in Figure 1: The Client attempts to initiate an SSL session with
the Server (1), and receives a certificate as part of the SSL
handshake (2). Rather than verifying the CA signature on
the certificate, the Client sends a request to the Notary containing the domain, port, and certificate hash of the Server
(3). The Notary contacts the Server via a different network
path (4) and receives another copy of the certificate (5). If
the certificate hashes match, the Notary endorses the certificate to the Client (6). If the certificates do not match, the
Client is alerted to the possibility of a MitM attack. Convergence draws its strength from network path diversity, so
in practice a client queries many notaries before deciding
whether to trust a certificate.
Convergence’s primary improvements over Perspectives
are performance and privacy. Convergence eliminates a notary lag problem by maintaining certificate fingerprint caches
at both the notary and client. When a fingerprint is already
present in the notary’s cache, the target domain need only
be contacted in the event of a mismatch between the cache
entry and the client-presented fingerprint. When a fingerprint is present in the client’s cache and the cache entry
matches the site-presented certificate, the client need not
contact a notary at all. Since mismatches provide a natural cue for refreshing stale cache entries, the lifespan of a
cached fingerprint can be set on the order of months [24].
Convergence also enhances user privacy through use of a
request-bouncing scheme that prevents a malicious notary
from discovering the browsing habits of clients.

3.
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Figure 2: Convergence requests per second during synthesized university workload.

connected to three outbound networks: a third party Internet service provider, an in-state inter-university network,
and Internet 2. Aggregated on this link was all of the outbound IPV4 HTTPS traffic for the entire university, including the campus wireless network, department buildings, and
residence halls. The capture occurred on Monday, April
21st, 2013, starting at noon local time. Source IP addresses
in our dataset were deterministically anonymized before we
received the data. Destination IP addresses were left unchanged. Our use of this data was in accordance with university policy, and their network services department approved
this paper before submission.
Our method for mapping SSL traffic into a Convergence
workload was as follows. Using nfdump, we filtered for TCP
traffic with destination port 443, giving us per-flow statistics for duration, bytes per second, and packets per second.
In total, there were 3,922,967 flows in the trace. We then
performed reverse DNS lookups on the destination IP addresses. Flows with destination IP addresses that were not
resolvable were at this point discarded. This left a total
of 2,139,632 flows, 54% of the original dataset. We performed whois lookups on the unresolvable IP addresses and
found that the vast majority belonged to content distribution networks; 33% of the addresses were registered to Apple.com, but presented certificates with canonical names of
the form *.apple.com.akadns.net, indicating that Akamai
was proxying the SSL connection. We attribute the failed
reverse DNS lookups to the request-routing techniques used
by CDN-managed domains. We note also that Liang et al.’s
recent study details the systemic conflicts between the endto-end nature of HTTPS and the man-in-the-middle nature
of CDN [21].
The full workload is visualized in Figure 2. The generated
traffic lagged behind observed traffic in requests per second
during the first 3 minutes, after which the simulator was
able to accurately model the workload for the remainder
of the trial. The traffic reflected a great diversity of SSL
usage, including content distribution network domains such
as Akamai (24%), cloud services like Amazon AWS (9%),
and personal use domains such as Facebook (14%), Twitter
(4%), and Spotify (0.2%).

BENCHMARKING NOTARY SERVICES

We now investigate the costs of running a Convergence
notary service. The primary question we wished to answer
was: Can the Convergence architecture efficiently validate
the majority of SSL connections in a large network? To answer this question, we made use of a Convergence workload
that was synthesized from actual HTTPS traffic from a major university. We then ran the workload against a notary
service in real time, benchmarking the notary for general
performance, cache utilization, and network overhead.

3.1

Observed over Link
Generated in Simulation

Finding Convergence Usage Data

An ideal investigation of any alternate CA proposal would
include an empirical study of its usage in the wild, but this is
presently impossible for Convergence due to a lack of users
and infrastructure. However, through consultation with a
major university’s network services, we overcame this obstacle – we obtained anonymized netflow data of HTTPS
traffic from the university’s network gateway, which we then
used to synthesize a realistic Convergence workload at university scale. The traffic trace was from a link that was
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Figure 3: Notary performance against workload.

Notary Response/Result
Notary: 202 Accepted
Notary: 503 Service Unavailable
Client-Notary Connection Error
Client Timeout
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Figure 4: Caching frequency at Client and Notary.
Event
Client: Cached Domain
Notary: Cached Domain
Cache Miss

Percent
74%
20%
6%
<1%

Count
1580087
436085
38704

Perc.
77%
21%
1%

Table 2: Cache utilization breakdowns for University workload. This table considers only successful requests, as failed
requests cannot be cached.

Table 1: Results for every Notary request in our workload,
grouped by response code.

3.2

Cache Hit (Client)
Cache Hit (Notary)
Cache Miss

700
Responses Per Second

300
Responses per Second

800

Notary Success
Notary Failure
Dropped Connection

cache hit, it moved on without issuing a new notary request
for domain dst domain.

Testbed

We ran a series of benchmarking tests against a Convergence 0.4 notary. The notary was deployed on a Dell
PowerEdge R610 server with two 4-core Intel Xeon E5606
processors and 12 GB RAM. The operating system used the
Red Had Linux 2.6.32 kernel and was connected to a university network using twisted-pair copper transmitting in 1000
BaseT. The notary exclusively made use of the NetworkPerspectiveVerifier method. Several small changes were
made to the convergence-0.4 source before launching the
server. Convergence–0.4 is implemented in Python’s Twisted
library as a multithreaded web server, but is not multicore
as implemented. We inserted fork commands during initialization such that there were two Convergence processes per
core, all of which were listening on the same ports; we found
that this did not introduce instability or corrupt the shared
cache database. Convergence-0.4 is also configured to have
a 10 second timeout on its outbound connections; however,
many of the requests in our dataset were to bad domains
that were no longer running an HTTPS service, creating excessive delay. To account for this, we reduced the timeout
to 2 seconds. We did not find that reducing the timeout
decreased the number of successful requests.
Elsewhere in the same subnet, we deployed several VMs to
represent several thousand Convergence users, issuing hundreds of requests per second to the notary. VMs were provisioned sufficiently to ensure that any delay was the result
of a bottleneck at the notary; in practice, we found that
3 VMs were sufficient for this task. For each request, the
VM recorded the status code returned by the notary and
the length of time between the request and response timestamps. The VMs simulated the client-side caching mechanism by maintaining a separate cache for each source IP address (src ip); when the VM found a (src ip, dst domain)

3.3

General Performance

Distributing synthesized Convergence requests across our
client VMs, we simulated a full hour of university SSL traffic. As noted above, we also simulated a client-side caching
mechanism that reduced the number of requests issued to
the notary from 2,139,632 to 574,078; we discuss cache performance in greater depth in Section 3.4. Over the course of
the entire trial, the average number of notary requests per
second was 160.
The breakdown of notary responses from the university
tests are found in Table 1. 202 codes indicate that the
Notary successfully contacted the target domain and validated the certificate fingerprint. 503 codes indicate that
the Notary-Target connection failed because the domain no
longer ran an HTTPS service on port 443; many of these
codes were from cloud services’ VMs (e.g. Akamai, Amazon AWS) whose domains still resolved, but presumably had
been transferred to new customers that were not using port
443. Overall notary performance is summarized in Figure 3.
A number of connections were dropped by the notary due to
sudden bursts of requests, the majority of which occurred in
the first 7 minutes of the workload. A few connections were
also cancelled due to a client-side timeout.
Over the course of the trial, the notary reached upwards
of 300 correctly handled requests per second. To arrive at a
tighter upper bound for the performance of our deployment,
we ran a series of Apache bench trials [1] in which the notary
targeted a web server in the same LAN. We found that our
notary could field up to 1051 requests per second with its
caching enabled, and up to 199 requests per second with
caching disabled.
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Figure 6: Notary services run on EC2 instances. Red squares
mark a continental notary (size 3). Our global set used both
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express this impact as a measure of the overhead imposed
on each SSL session:

Figure 5: Average delay per minute for requests under different caching conditions.
Cache
Utilization
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%

Overhead =

Average
Time
16 sec
25 sec
27 sec
35 sec
122 sec
271 sec

Cache Utilization

The proportion of client cache hits, notary cache hits, and
cache misses from the university workload can be seen in Figure 4 and Table 2. 79% of the requests triggered our simulated client-side cache mechanism, and hence did not require
communication with the notary. For the requests that did
reach the notary, almost all of them used a cached result.
Only 0.7% of requests in the workload actually required the
notary to contact the target domain. Figure 5 shows the
performance improvement of the notary caching mechanism
– for a cache miss, the notary took approximately 0.5 seconds to respond, whereas only 0.2 seconds were required to
respond when a cached fingerprint was found.
We also recorded the speed with which the notary reached
various levels of cache utilization. For each second of the
trial, we calculated the number of cache hits per second as a
ratio of the total number of successful requests. We considered the cache to have reached a certain utilization only once
it maintained a given hit rate for the remainder of the trial;
that is, the cache hits per second rate did not drop below
that level later in the trial. As shown in Table 3, the notary
reached 90% cache utilization in under 5 minutes, meaning
that notaries rarely need to contact the target domain in
order to validate certificate fingerprints.

3.5

(1)

In order to discover Notary Bytes, we performed packet
captures at the notary using tcpdump while running the university workload. The capture filtered for packets that were
both inbound and outbound for port 443. We then summed
together the length of each captured frame at a per-second
granularity. SSL Bytes was approximated from the original
netflow data, which provided us with a start time, duration, and bits per second for each captured flow. For each
second, we discovered the flows that were currently active,
then summed their bits per second. If a flow ended during
a given second, only a fraction of the bits per second was
summed. This resulted in a bandwidth overhead of 0.06%
for Convergence: the total amount of SSL traffic during the
trial was 2.77 TB, while the corresponding Convergence traffic was calculated to be 1.73 GB.

Table 3: Time required to reach various notary cache utilization levels, starting from the beginning of the trial.

3.4

N otary Bytes
SSL Bytes

4.

ESTABLISHING END USER COSTS

We now consider the performance of Convergence from
the client perspective. In multi-path probe systems, domain
identity assurances stem from the use of multiple, geographically disparate notaries.3 As the number of network vantage points increases, the likelihood of an undetected MitM
attack becomes vanishingly small. This claim is based on a
threat motel in which persistent large-scale MitM attacks are
not practical [34]. To arrive at a performance cost estimate
for the end user, we created two notary sets (Figure 6); the
first was a continental set of 3 notaries in the United States,
and the second was a global set of 8 notaries. Notaries were
run from Ubuntu server micro instances at Amazon EC2
sites in the United States, Ireland, Singapore, Japan, Australia, and Brazil. To simplify the benchmarking process,
we did not use the available Firefox Plug-In, but instead
issued Convergence API requests to the notaries via wget,
caching results locally in a sqlite3 database. Our client was
an Ubuntu desktop that repeatedly attempted to validate a
domain that was at a fixed location in North America.

Network Overhead

As Convergence replaces a cryptographic signature check
with additional network activity, another important consideration is the potential impact on the network. We can

3
Clients reconcile conflicting results from different notaries
by specifying a consensus policy.
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Event
Local Cache Hit
Notary Cache Hit
Notary Cache Hit
Notary Cache Miss
Notary Cache Miss

Notaries
N/A
Continental
Global
Continental
Global

Real Time
108 ms [107, 110]
743 ms [742, 744]
1,508 ms [1503, 1513]
1,006 ms [996, 1017]
1,790 ms [1762, 1818]

6.

We recognize the long-term importance of developer support to the widespread deployment of Convergence. Convergence usage is currently specified as a REST API whose only
implementation is as a Firefox plug-in. This is problematic
because the Convergence Client API exposes the application
developer to low-level artifacts, creating inconvenience and
the opportunity for configuration errors. To address this, we
are releasing 7 new Convergence clients for development in
C, Java, PHP, Python, Perl, Ruby, and Lua. Through the
C implementation, Convergence can also be embedded in
C++, Objective-C, and other C runtimes. Each library contains a converge(host, port, sha1sum) that can be used
in place of a SSL_get_verify_result() call, masking the
complexity of Convergence’s local cache and API. All configuration for the Convergence notaries are stored in flat files
in /usr/local/etc/converge, making adding and managing
notaries a simple process.

Table 4: Benchmarks for Convergence client usage. 95%
confidence intervals are included in brackets.

The results, displayed in Table 4, show the real time in
milliseconds for the request to return. The minimum cost of
Convergence usage was 108 ms, which occurred when a domain’s certificate fingerprint had previously been cached on
the client machine. We attribute this relatively high baseline
cost to the fact that our benchmarking client re-loaded the
cache database for each execution. The remaining four rows
of the table show the cost of Convergence when a request
was issued to the notaries. At worst, when both local and
notary caches miss, the cost of a request using a global set
was approximately 1.8 seconds. These benchmarks establish
upper and lower bounds for the cost of Convergence during
normal operation.
An additional cost to consider is the storage size of the
client cache. Each cache entry requires 20 bytes of space for
a cache fingerprint, plus a small character string to represent
the associated domain and port. For example, google.com’s
entire cache entry would require just 34 bytes. This means
that a Convergence cache can store 100,000 records in approximately 3.2 MB. Cache records remain usable forever
unless the cached domain changes its certificate, at which
point the client contacts the notaries to refresh the record.

5.

DEVELOPMENT LIBRARIES

7.

CONCLUSION

Widespread adoption of SSL trust enhancements like Convergence have in part been hampered by a lack of understanding of their performance characteristics under realistic
conditions. We have performed a thorough case study of
the Convergence architecture, evaluating its performance in
simulation as the sole certificate validation service of a major
university. Under realistic conditions, we found that Convergence was able to handle up to 300 requests per second.
Under those same conditions end users would experience
a barely perceptible average performance delay of 260 ms,
and only a 108 ms delay on return trips to a domain. Our
methodology is generalizable to the majority of recently proposed Certificate Authority alternatives and enhancements,
allowing for a more objective and informed discussion on the
future of authenticity on the Internet.
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Based on the findings of Sections 3 - 4, we conclude that
Convergence is an efficient means of certificate validation, in
spite of additional network communication over traditional
signature verification. Our deployment was able to handle
over 1000 requests per second. Based on the fact that a single server was able to validate the SSL certificates of an entire university, we feel that Convergence has many strengths
as a candidate for widespread deployment. A summary of
the security properties of Convergence and other multi-path
probing systems can be found in [7].
Convergence’s high throughput is due in large part to the
effectiveness of its client and notary caches. The notary
caching mechanism quickly became saturated during a more
realistic SSL workload, and the local caching mechanism
proved highly effective, dramatically reducing the cost of
system usage to the end user. 75% of all validated domains
used locally cached fingerprints, requiring no request to a
Convergence notary. Of the remaining requests, 92% made
use of the notary’s cache.
Based on the frequency of cache utilization from Section
3.4, and the benchmarks from Section 4, we can arrive at
an expected validation delay for the end user. We estimate
that the average time per certificate validation during our
trial was 260 ms. When visiting a locally cached domain,
validation required just 108 ms.
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